
paper-mache workshopan artistic encounter towards transforming waste paper

learn to make paper pulp, create your mould and 
give shape to your paper mache ideas.

For reservation and info:aurovillepapers@auroville.org.in  0413 2622122 / 0413 2622619Aspiration, KuilapalayamFor special requirements, kindly contact us.
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Marbling Paper 
Workshop

For artists, painters, paper lovers and participants 

who want to enjoy making floating designs!

learn briefly about the technical points of marbling 

paper, how to prepare the base liquid and get hints about 

how to paint with acrylic colors on water.

for reservation and info:

aurovillepapers@auroville.org.in 

 0413 2622122 - 0413 2622619

aspiration, kuilapalayam

for special requirements, kindly contact us.

BETWEEN THE 
ASHOKAS

Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
8 - 9 - 10 August 2019
10 to 12 am / 2 to 4 pm
A carefully selected collection 

of handmade paper posters 
displayed in the open air.

Please come during the timings 
indicated to tour the workshop 

and meet the artisans.

At Auroville Papers,
Aspiration, Kuilapalayam

For reservation and info: 

aurovillepapers@auroville.org.in 

0413 2622122 / 0413 2622619

Aspiration, Kuilapalayam

For special requirements, 
kindly contact us.

PAPER
MAKING
WORKSHOP

CLIP
 TH

E D
ATES

 !

An introduction to the ancient art of  paper making. 

Learn how to turn plants and weeds into pulp 

and make your own paper.

welcome everyoNe !



“ w e 
waNt to make 

auroville PaPers iNto a 
learNiNg ceNter”, For many 

members of the team, lately 
this vision has become more and more 
insistent, as if the future was knocking at the doors of Auroville 
Papers. 
Says Sofie, “When we had the opportunity to express that dream, 
during a seminar a little while ago, I immediately felt that if we 
could realize it, Auroville Papers would blossom. I immediately felt 
that yes, this is what we have to do! We have to share our love of 

paper, we all have to share our knowledge, and especially the 
employees. Sharing one’s knowledge gives such great joy 

and makes one so proud!” 
Action had to follow:  information had to be spread 

around, workshops had to be announced, space had 
to be spruced up, and employees had to get involved. 

The variety of workshops to be offered had also to 
be enlarged: why limit ourselves to teaching the 
making of hand-made paper? Workshops could 
be given also in the technique of papier mache, 
marbling paper and even book-binding. Such 

is the variety of tasks in which 
everyone here is proficient! 

And none is more aware 
of this need than 

Parita.



From chicago to kuilaPalayam

Parita is a young and dynamic lady who 
has come all the way from the Mid-West 
in order to volunteer in Auroville. She 
ended up working with us and soon 
made hers the motto of Auroville which 
could be, “Be at the same time a student 
and a teacher”. Parita started by learning 
everything there was to learn in the unit, 
and then did her bit for the common 
good, in particular assisting the trainees 

during the workshops, giving tours of the company to visitors, and finally giving 
English classes to employees. 

For Parita, it made great seNse to 
give something to those people 
from whom she had learnt so 
much. It was part of a very rich 
and joyful cycle. “For instance 
Selvi has been a teacher to me 
in the area of book-binding. 
However she had wanted to 
learn long-stitch binding but 
hadn’t the time to do it. She 

and I collaborated to learn that technique together: I did the 
research on how to do the stitching, I proposed the final 

design to her and completed many of the steps, consulting 
with her each step on the way and learning from her in the 
process. 
“These people know so much, I am so grateful to them 
for welcoming me, checking my work, giving me advice, 
trusting me. Mind you, it takes many years to know what 

they know, for instance the thickness of each paper, the 
different ways of folding the paper, etc., so many details! 

They know well the reason why they shake the vats, why 
they put more or less pulp, why they beat it longer or less time. 

The trouble is they just don’t realize it. Since they are doing this everyday as part 
of their routine, they are not conscious of their 
knowledge. 

What 
Parita just 

said reminds me of 
a verse in the Bhagavad 
Gita, “Those who enjoy 
what is given to them 

without making offerings 
in return, are verily 

thieves.”

tOd-<aanap`dayaOByaao yaao Bau=>o 
stona eva sa:



“that is why aFter the eNglish classes I asked them 
to explain their work to visitors. At the beginning 
they said,  “Oh, it is nothing! I just do like this, 
then I wait for two hours and it’s done.” Making 
it look so simple! It does not give at all an idea 
of the complexity of the work. So I believe that if 
they are encouraged to explain it more, then they 
will think about it more, they will become more 
aware and consequently they will become very 
proud of what they do.” 
which is a very imPortaNt elemeNt iN a comPaNy 
iNdeed...

BetweeN the ashokas

For 3 days the alley lined 
with Ashoka trees leading 

to Auroville Papers has come 
alive with an outdoor exhibition 

of posters which attracted  
Aurovilians and visitors alike. Not 

only between those slim and elegant 
trees were the posters displayed, but 

also under the  huge banyan 
tree.  With the  sun piercing 

through the branches and 
illuminating  the posters, with the 

wind gently rocking them, the garden  
became magical...   



aNd Now, For those who have read the newsletter till the end, I have got a treat 
for you: the latest art work created in Auroville Papers. Look at it, enjoy... and 
say goodbye to it:  No sooner was it finished than it found a buyer! 
Too bad, you lost your chance....

https://www.aurovillepapers.com

https://www.facebook.com/aurovillepaper
aurovillepapers@auroville.org.in

0091 (0413) 2622122/619

the NiNe towers


